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Precaution Against Chinese Migration

Recently the internal disturbances in China have driven 
large hordes of immigrants into Mongolia and Manchuria, 
thereby threatening the advance of our migration. For the 
sake of our activities in this field we should not fail to take 
precautions. The fact that the Chinese government welcomes 
this migration and does nothing to hold back the tide oppresses 
our policy even the more seriously. A noted American sinologue 
has made the statement that the Mukden authorities are carry
ing out such effective government that all people are moving 
into their territory. Therefore, the influx of immigrants is 
looked upon as a mark of effective government of Mukden 
authorities. We, of course, are concerned. Unless we put a 
stop to it, in less than ten years our own policy of emigration 
will prove an instrument for China to crush us with. Political
ly we must use police force to check this tendency as much as 
possible and economically our financiers should drive the Chin
ese out with low wages. Furthermore, we must develop and 
expand electric power to displace human labor. This will keep 
out Chinese immigrants as well as monopolize the control of 
motor force as a first step toward controlling the industrial 
development of this vast region.

Hospitals and Schools
*

Hospitals and Schools in Manchurira must be independent 
of the South Manchuria Railway. For the people have often 
considered these as institutions of imperialism and refuse to 
have anything to do with them. When these are separated 
and made independent institutions we shall be able to make 
the people realize our goodness so that they will feel thankful to 
us.... But in establishing schools emphasis should be laid on 
normal schools for men and women. Through these in educa
tional work we may build up a substantial good-will among the 
people towards Japan. This is our first principle of cultural 
structure.
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